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Overall Goal: 

 Increase of the Georgian population of Eastern Imperial Eagle by increased availability and 

protection of nesting and potential nesting sites. 
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Summery 

 

 

 

 

 

The Eastern Imperial Eagle (Aquila heliaca) is listed as vulnerable by IUCN. Eastern Georgia’s 

steppes form an important breeding and wintering site, holding an estimated 8-9 breeding pairs. 

The population appears to be limited by  lack of nesting sites linked to the destruction of forest 

patches. Based on previous observations electric pylons in deforested but prey-rich areas  have 

been  used for nesting. 

 

The project purpose was to increase Georgian population of Eastern Imperial Eagle by improving  

availability and protection of nesting and potential nesting sites. 

 

As a result, five artificial nesting platforms were installed on strategically located pylons and their 

use by Imperial Eagles was assessed. As platforms do not solve the deforestation problem, 

remaining forested patches were also assessed and recommendations of restoration of riparian 

forest were generated. In the mean time rangers of local protected areas  as the eagle-watchers 

and an awareness raising campaign for local community was carried out. 

 

Our project contributed to overall goal to improve conservation status of imperial eagle in a 

global scale. 
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Introduction 

 

Imperial Eagle is declining over its entire breeding range (Birdlife International, 2015). Nesting 

pairs establish nests on trees along rivers and also have set nests in some electric pylons. The 

remaining tree patches still suffer from clipping and disturbance. The successful breeding of 

Imperial Eagles will strengthen the ecosystem's stability and health. Remaining tree patches 

need to be assessed and protected for a long term solution. In Balkans nesting platforms have 

been successfully occupied by the Imperial Eagles in previous conservation plans. 

(Demerdzhiev et al. 2014; Heredia 1996; Haraszthy et al. 1996). 

Main problems what Imperial Eagle population faces up in Georgia are: losing of breeding 

habitat, tree cutting and stealing the chick from the nest. Team also assume, that disturbance 

factors -  like shepherds and sheep migration routes could also influence on breeding success 

of IE pairs. 

Project mainly covered protected areas: Vasholovani APA and Chachuna Apa, and following 

IBAS as well )  6 IBAs (GE010, GE011, GE020, GE025, GE026, GE027) : 

(http://www.birdlife.org/datazone/country/georgia/ibas).  

Key partners were local authorities, admisstrations of local protected areas: (Vashlovani PA, 

Chachuna PA), and Ilia state university for supporting with scientific knowledge and experience 

as well.  
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picture 1: Imperial eagle breeding areas (yellow) and protected areas (red) 

 

Maps of the project Area 
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Aim and objectives 

 

Project aim: Increase of the Georgian population of Eastern Imperial Eagle by increased 

availability and protection of nesting and potential nesting sites. 

 

Project Objectives:  

 

1.Occupation by Imperial Eagles of 5 artificial nesting platforms in abandoned pylons 

along the steppe. 

Nesting places for the artificial nests were choosen in accordance of the parametrs which 

influence on breeding probability of Imperial eagles, such as roads, farms, length of the pylon, 

food base and others. Platforms and nests were installed  by professional workers following the 

indications of the fieldwork coordinator. Using the data from most recent Imperial Eagle 

breeding surveys, and knowing the extent of breeding pair territories we built a map of empty 

territories.Within that layer, we selected the areas which fulfilled the characteristics to of the 

breeding habitat. After visiting the pylons we chose the ones which were at least 300m far from 

moderately busy tracks and 500m from any human settlement. Sheep herds roam along all the 

steppe all winter until mid spring, so that becomes a disturbance threat we cannot avoid. 

Nest building: After several meetings with Imperial Eagle experts and other conservationists 

with experience with artificial nests, we concluded that our nests should look as big as possible 

to attract attention of the Imperial Eagles. We built a base of straight strong branches, forming a 

strong  square grid of 1m wide. We filled the gaps with thinner branches until it was compact 

enough. Finally we added bunches of long and thin branches along the sides to give the nest a 

round shape and to make it deep. We filled the nest with loose green small branches with 

leaves. All branches were pinned up to each other to ensure the stability and durability of the 

structure.  
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2.Assessing 10 remaining forest patches before June 2016 for their protection to be 

suitable for nesting in the future. Assessing the vulnerability of 20 nests. 

According to consultation with experts and previous date of amount of breeding pairs of IE 

(Abuladze, 2013) it was estimated 35-40 in whole country scale. Research area was 500 000 ha, 

from Tetritqaro nest to vashlovani nest and finaly only 8 active nests were  found.  Project 

showed a great improtance in term of updating information about the  IE population number. 

 

3.Training 5 “Eagle rangers” before March in order to avoid disturbance or nest robbing 

during the breeding season.  

Nests of Imperial eagles (Artificial and Natural as well ) are quite far from the  settlements, 

which increase the cost of monitoring, this was the reason why the  team of the project decided 

to train the ranger of local protected areas (Vashlovani/Chachuna), which have more 

responsibility and also capacity (cars / equipment) to go for monitoring the nests. 

 

4. Talks to school children between 8 and 12 years old from 6 surrounding villages and of 

30 local landowners  

We  12 educational talks about conservation of imperial eagles for the school children, 

one meeting with media representatives, 2 broad meeting with students one with 

bloggers, one with governmental bodies. All in all,  330 person participated in 

awareness raising campaign.  

 

5. Assessment of breeding success and prey composition in 20 natural nest sites and 5  

artificial nest sites 

Team assesd of Breding Success for 8 Natural nest and 5 Artificial nest. 

 

Changes to original project plan 

 

The main change what happened in project was changing of two team members : Aslan 

Bolkvadze and Anna Sandor by Girogi Iankoshvili and Dachi Shoshitashvili.  
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Methodology 

 

1.Occupation by Imperial Eagles of 5 artificial nesting platforms in abandoned pylons 

along the steppe. 

Pylons for the artificial nests were chosen in accordance of the parameters which influence on 

breeding probability of Imperial eagles, such as roads, farms, length of the pylon, food base 

and others. Platforms and nests were installed  by professional workers following the 

indications of the fieldwork coordinator. 

2.Assessing 10 remaining forest patches before June 2016 for their protection to be 

suitable for nesting in the future. Assessing the vulnerability of 20 nests. 5. Assessment of 

breeding success and prey composition in 20 natural nest sites and 5 + 3 artificial nest sites 

 
Picture 2. Forest patches in red lines 

 

remaining forest patches were mapped (see pic. 3)  and evaluated in term future use of IEs for 

nesting places. Tree patch survey: by car, assessing the size, tree species composition, location 

and their potential to being used as nesting site in the future. As for the nests vulnerability  

assessment, they were observing from a safe distance through regular visits via camera 

binoculars and scopes.  Data was recorded in a field sheet and uploaded to the team’s field 

database. Data includes: interest of the eagles on the platforms, territoriality, nest-building 
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behaviour, mating behaviour, age of the pair members, incubation behaviour, disturbance, 

feeding frequency, chick behaviour and growth. Analysis of collected data: hatching success 

and breeding success of each pair. Influence of the age in the final breeding success, the 

surrounding environment and the prey composition. Results for nests on platforms, already 

existing nests on pylons and nests on trees were  compared. Surveying of vulnerable nest sites: 

by car, visiting the already known nests. Vulnerability was assessed by their distance to roads, 

farms, petrol fields and how reachable are the nests by climbing.  

 

3.Training 5 “Eagle rangers” before March in order to avoid disturbance or nest robbing 

during the breeding season. 

As it was mentioned above, team decided that training of locals as eagle watchers wouldn’t  be 

effective as they would never be able to cover monitoring fees, like petrol fee, that’s why 

project team covered rangers of APAs as a part of eagle watchers.  Special Manual and practical 

lesson was developed.  

 

4. Talks to school children between 8 and 12 years old from 6 surrounding villages and of 

30 local landowners 

Meetings and talks to local governments, ministry of environment and natural resources 

protection  and schools: supported by a PowerPoint presentation and materials such as booklets, 

addressing and developing the main points and having a participative atmosphere. 

 

Outputs and Results  

 

- Occupation by Imperial Eagles of 5 artificial nesting platforms in abandoned pylons 

along the steppe 

Identification Suitable nesting location: 

Using the data from most recent Imperial Eagle breeding surveys, and knowing the extent of 

breeding pair territories we built a map of empty territories. 
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Within that layer, we selected the areas which fulfilled the characteristics to be a breeding 

biotope and after, the ones with abandoned electric pylons which could be used for installing the 

artificial nests. 

After visiting the pylons we chose the ones which were at least 300m far from moderately busy 

tracks and 500m from any human settlement. Sheep herds roam along all the steppe all winter 

until mid spring, so that becomes a disturbance threat we cannot avoid. 

 

Nest building: 

After several meetings with Imperial Eagle experts and other conservationists with experience 

with artificial nests, we concluded that our nests should look as big as possible to attract 

attention of the Imperial Eagles. 

We built a base of straight strong branches, forming a strong  square grid of 1m wide.  

We filled the gaps with thinner branches until it was compact enough. 

Finally we added bunches of long and thin branches along the sides to give the nest a round 

shape and to make it deep. We filled the nest with loose green small branches with leaves. 

All branches were pinned up to each other to ensure the stability and durability of the structure.  

 

    
Picture 3. Nest instalation                                             Picture 4. Nest Instalation 

 

 

 

- Assessing 10 remaining forest patches before June 2016 for their protection to be 

suitable for nesting in the future. Assessing the vulnerability of 20 nests. 
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  As imperial eagles in Georgia mostly breed in lowlands, riparian forests, steppe areas and 

agricultural land, we mapped existing forest patches in their breeding places.  

Car survey which took 5 days, showed us that forests which cold be used as IE’s breeding 

habitat are declining fast, as we came across several illegal logging activities in the place.  In the 

east-west side of Dedoflisqaro region, which is in red lines on the map above (see picture 3), 

there is a riparian forest which locates along the Alazini river,  we estimate that in the future it 

can be a nice breeding area, but still IEs are coming across several problems. First problem is a 

high amount of vineyards, which is a traditional business for the locals. Vineyards are probably 

reducing the prey, as there are many different methods to keep vineyards safe from wildlife 

what people used to use.  On the other hand, vineyards are very close to the Alazani Riparian  
forest, which means intensive agricultural work in a breeding season.  Still team was able two 

see 3-4 breeding pair of white tailed eagles in appointed riparian forest. White-tailed eagles 

could compete with Imperial Eagles for nesting territories as well.  

As a result of  make recommendation of further studies of forest patches and development of 

action plan to protect them from illegal activities.  

 

As for the vulnerability assessment of imperial Eagle’s nest, according to our observation the 

highest risk can be a community which steal chicks from the nest, also shepherds and sheep 

migration routes which sometimes overlaps IE’s nests areas.  
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Picture 5: IE breeding teritories, mapped with consultation of experts 

 

- Assessment of breeding success and prey composition in 20 natural nest sites and 5 

+ 3 artificial nest sites 

According to   consultation with experts and previous date of amount of breeding pairs of IE 

(Abuladze, 2013) it was estimated 35-40 in whole country scale. Research area was 500 000 ha, 

from Tetritqaro nest to Vashlovani  (pic. 6) nest and finally only 8 active nests were found.  

Project showed a great importance in term of updating information about the  IE population 

number and emphasized the need of conservation activities, as we found more tragic picture of 

the whole situation.  

 

 
Picture 6. Active nests  2016 

 

In the end of the breeding season, team counted 13 chick from 8 existing nest. But unfortunately 

1 chick from the Jandari nest was stolen and we couldn’t protect it. Another one died because 
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of electrocution. This was the first evidence of electrocution of IEs in Georgia, in Rustavi (see 

pic. 8). 

 

 
Picture 7. Satelite tracking, GPS tagged Bird, died in Rustavi 

 

The third bird died also because of electrocution on Syria-Turkey border.  

 
Picture 8. Satelite tracking, GPS tagged Bird, dead Turkey-Syria Border 

 

After estimation of mortality and rescued birds, we still counted 10 alive chicks from 13. But 

we still don’t have exact information if all of them are still alive. We just have 2 more gps 

tagged bird, one migrates to east of Azerbaijan and another to Iraq.  
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picture 10. Workshop, Imperial Eagle   

Awareness raising 

 

There were 10 workshop in Tbilisi, capital of 

Georgia organized for school children, 2 meeting 

with students, two official meeting with ministry 

of environment and other environmental Ngo 

representatives, one meeting with local authorities  

and one meeting with rangers from APAs carried                       

out during projects. Final number of people we 

meet is 351. 

 

 
 

Imperial Eagle Conservation in Georgia 

● Students from Universities from Ecology Faculty – 50 

● School children from Tbilisi (Capital of Georgia) – 221 

● School children from local area – 20 

● Journalists – 15 

● Bloggers – 15 
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● Local authorities 5  

● Rangers from Vashlovani/chahcuna APA 10 

● NGO representatives 15 

 

 
Pictures 11. Activities – awareness raising of local kids 

 

GPS tagging of Imperial Eagles 

 

Group of experts from Hungary (Helicon LIFE - A sasbarát Magyarországért by MME) joined 

to SABUKO’s team for GPS tagging of the Imperial eagle chicks.  GPS Tagging, apart from 

making us the witness of eagles’ life, can tell us a lot of key information for their conservation. 

Juveniles, during their first non-breeding years will spend their spring-summer time in areas that 

are potential breeding areas in the near future. After, we will be able to take relevant action and 

protect nesting places.  We also will able to identify real threats of Imperial eagles and other 
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birds also and take preventing actions, addressed to the current threats. As a result from 4 

tagged bird we unfortunately have two died bird from electrocution.  

 

 

Picture 12. Imperial Eagle, GPs Tagging 

At the time when we have been providing broaden workshop on Conservation of Imperial Eagle 

in Georgia and showing guests coordinates of GPS tagged chicks, we discovered that one of the 

nestling left the nest and appeared in nearby village at one of the houses. In just one hour we 

were already at the destination and looking for chick. We do not know the exact reason why the 

person took the eagle from the nest, but the story has a Happy End! Eagle is found, GPS tag has 

been installed back and chick has been returned back to the nest. We have called nestling the 

name of this village “Nagebi”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Communication & Application of results  

 

 At the end of the project we can say that project was 

well communicated. We used social media channels 

very actively and distributed messages  contained 

problems of imperial eagle. Finely there was big 

interested from media tvs/radios and they project was 

highlighted in a bigger scale as well.  
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Active communication was private meetings with villagers, rangers and authorities, which more 

or less were productive and brought us about real changes.  

Project Dissemination & Highlights  
 

Ø French Documentary, Natia Javakhisvili and team, nest building process: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IuFrrd6CuM&index=1&list=PLTs2dhHgPp1

pdghgSQ2ZAMS6MqHs1VpUh 

 

Ø Georgian Public TV, programme – Real Space - Natia Javakhishvili speaks 

about conservation of Imperial Eagles in Georgia: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLUHQIJnOnk 

 

Ø Radio program Ecometer – Natia Jaakhishvili speaks about Imeprial Eagle: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKBEUKCH7rw 

 

Ø Mr. Dachi Shoshitashvili (project fieldwork assistant) Returning back imperial 

eagles to the nature: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jewwfIGI0jk 

 

Ø Newspaper – Kvirispalitra – Imperial Eagle Conservation: 

http://www.kvirispalitra.ge/mamul-deduli/31763-qadamiani-artsivis-yvelaze-didi-

mteriaq.html 

 

Ø Announcement about project start, online news: 

http://www.ick.ge/rubrics/ecology/23942-i.html 

 

Ø Studio monitor -  on Illegal Killing and Conservation of Imperial Eagles: 

https://web.facebook.com/monitorstudio/ 
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Ø Article on Conservation of Imperial Eagles in Georgia: 

http://www.birdlife.org/europe-and-central-asia/news/impressive-imperial-eagle-

conservation-georgia-and-azerbaijan 

 

Ø Article on Frontera Case – How Imperial Eagle show down open petrol field: 

http://liberali.ge/articles/view/24291/erti-dzundzgliani-chiti-chamovarda--

arasrulfasovan-regulatsiebs-shetsiruli-frinvelebi 

 

 

Monitoring and Evaluation  

 

 Fortunately   project was quite successful and we were able to receive larger fund to keep going 

and make sure that Imperial Eagles are able to return to country.  

Additional fund gives us opportunity also to monitor the previous project and make proper 

evaluation. We have checked installed nests and they look fine, which means that a strong wing 

and other natural events didn’t have an effect on their sustainability. Rangers are interested to 

keep monitoring work of Imperial Eagle and some them even already started building nests 

independently, which shows high interested of local communities.  

To evaluate project, we would say that as a beginning of conservation work in Georgia it has 

been definitely a leader project with high interest of mass media. All objectives where fulfilled 

more or lees and some failures can be explained with less experience of team members.  

 

Achievements and Impacts   

 

- Main achievement from our point of view is updated date about Imperial Eagles in 

Georgia. Many people before were thinking that country was holding 35-40 breeding 

pairs, while there are just 8.  
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Figure 1. IE population trend according the years 

 

- We found important that problems what face up to population might not influence on 

breeding success separately, but they are very complex and together cause declining 

trend of the population.  

- Project Identified Electrocution as a danger in Georgia;  

- Petrol company was forced to shut down open petrol field;  

- Project developed new recommendation on declining reasons of IE population as well, 

and on of is the completion of Imperial Eagles with White Tailed Eagles, as according to 

last date White-tailed eagles started coming back to the country and replaced Imperial 

Eagles nest. As both of the birds are using intensively riparian forest as a breeding 

habitat, they might have some kind of competition, but the issue need more research.  

- Project was definitely start up of bigger conservation work as SABUKO – Society for 

Nature Conservation was able to receive larger fund an broad its work on IE.  

- Project gave a good date for  simple scientific paper which will be published in a sooner 

future. 

- First time in Caucasus IEs were tagged by GPS tags and we able to understand more 

about threats and potential breeding places.  
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- All in all, we assume that seven-months project made enough work to establish a 

baseline idea about population, eagles behaviour and threats,  which conservationists 

need to cope with.  

 

 

Capacity Development and Leadership capabilities  

 

It was first project team made independently, we think that each member became more 

qualified, hard-worker, gain new skills in mapping, using GIS, GPS tagging of birds, 

observation and monitoring. We all agree that project taught us more than we would ever 

expected.  

 

Conclusion 

 

There are several important conclusions gained from the study of the Imperial Eagle. 

Firstly, it seems that the population trend has declined. The whole population is estimated to 

be about 8 pair, 6 individual flying over whole year and never breed.  It can be consequence 

of human disturbance, habitat degradation and competition with white tailed eagles, who 

replaced their nesting places (2 nestS counted). 

Conservation methods _ Installing artificial nests need to improved and well studies as first year 

it didn’t bring any result apart an interest of one pair to arterial nest in April, 2016.  

GPS tagging gave us a very valuable information about electrocution and put the evidence first 

time.  

Imperial Eagle belongs to flagship species, as we where able to shut down open petrol field of 

Frontera and protected many other species of birds as well.  

Involvement of local communities is crucial as they can play important role in project 

sustainability in the future. 

Finally we can say that are still numbers of conservation activities which need to take place for 

conserving Imperial Eagles in Georgia. 
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Problems encountered and lessons learnt  

 

Which project activities and outcomes went well and why? 

- Nest installation and GPS tagging finally went very smoothly they were well planned in 

the beginning.  

Which project activities and outcomes have been problematic and in what way, and how has 

this been overcome?  

- Assessment of breeding success and forest patches was quite difficult, as we actually 

needed to update all old information and add new date as well. 

Briefly assess the specific project methodologies and conservation tools used. 

- Many people still criticize us about using artificial nest as a conservation activity, as it 

very much correlated to time length.  But we always say that it’s not expected that in one 

year or even two, will  have breeding pairs in artificial nests. It’s a part of experiment 

and will see how it work out. Overly we think that we used right methodology to 

implement project in a successful way.  

Please state important lessons which have been learnt through the course of the project and 

provide recommendations for future enhancement or modification to the project activities and 

outcomes. 

1. Planning is very important tool; every activity need to be planned and every activity 

need to have B plan; 

2. Weather conditions need to be considered; 

3. Local communities always need to see their own incentives so project need to be 

communicated in proper language; 

4. Local communities are playing the most important role in conservation of species.  

 

In the future 

 

In the future there is already three years plan, to broad our work to Azerbaijan. Particularly we 

need to get update date of IE’s population  from Azerbaijan to draw a whole picture for the 
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south Caucasus and develop proper recommendations. Another plan what we have is to start up 

restoration project of riparian first as it seems more valuable habitat for Eagles than others.  We  

also plan to publish scientific article in a sooner future.  

 

Financial Report 

 

Itemized	expenses	

Total	CLP	

Requested	

(USD)*	

Total	CLP	Spent	

(USD)	

%	

Difference	

PHASE	I	-	PROJECT	PREPARATION	       

Communications 

(telephone/internet/postage) 
600.00 

597.17 0% 

Field guide books, maps, journal 

articles and other printed materials 
100.00 

95.14 -5% 

Insurance 100.00 105.26 5% 

Visas and permits 0.00   #DIV/0! 

Team training 0.00   #DIV/0! 

Reconnaissance 0.00   #DIV/0! 

Other (Phase 1) 0.00   #DIV/0! 

EQUIPMENT	 		 		   

Scientific/field equipment and supplies 600.00 607.29 1% 

Photographic equipment 0.00   #DIV/0! 

Camping equipment 70.00 65.59 -6% 

Boat/engine/truck (including car hire) 1,200.00 1194.33 0% 

Other (Equipment) 1,000.00 1032.39 3% 

PHASE	II	-	IMPLEMENTATION	 		     

Accommodation for team members 

and local guides 
1,800.00 

  -100% 
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Food for team members and local 

guides  
3,000.00 

4736.84 58% 

Travel and local transportation 

(including fuel) 
2,500.00 

2429.15 -3% 

Customs and/or port duties 0.00   #DIV/0! 

Workshops 200 194.33 -3% 

Outreach/Education activities and 

materials (brochures, posters, video, t-

shirts, etc.) 

800.00 

782.19 -2% 

Other (Phase 2) 0.00   #DIV/0! 

PHASE	III	-	POST-PROJECT	EXPENSES	 		     

Administration 450.00 445.34 -1% 

Report production and results 

dissemination 
0.00 

  #DIV/0! 

Other (Phase 3) 0.00   #DIV/0! 

Total	 12,420.00	 12,285.02	   

 

Appendix 1. CLP Table 

 

Output Number Additional Information 

Number of CLP Partner Staff involved in 

mentoring the Project  1   

Number of species assessments contributed to 

(E.g. IUCN assessments)  1   

Number of site assessments contributed to 

(E.g. IBA assessments)  0   

Number of NGOs established  0   

Amount of extra funding leveraged ($)  100 000   
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Number of species discovered/rediscovered  0   

Number of sites designated as important for 

biodiversity (e.g. IBA/Ramsar designation)  0   

Number of species/sites legally protected for 

biodiversity 

 0 

   

Number of stakeholders actively engaged in 

species/site conservation management 

 4 

1. Agency of Pas, 2. 

Environmental 

Information and 

Education centre; 3. 

Ilia State University; 

4. Schools 

Number of species/site management 

plans/strategies developed 

 1 

 Vashlovani and Chachuna 

APA, helped ranges to 

develop bird monitoring 

skills 

Number of stakeholders reached  10   

Examples of stakeholder behaviour change 

brought about by the project. 

 1 

 After stealing a gps 

tagged bird from the nest 

by villagers, we showed 

the village ”nagebi” the we 

always could find the 

chick and it was illegal to 

take them out of the nest. 

Several people from the 

village became our 

supporter and always 

asking if there is 

something new about our 

birds migration route. 
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They made promise that 

the birds will be protected 

during the breeding time. 

Examples of policy change brought about by 

the project     

Number of jobs created     

Number of academic papers published     

Number of conferences where project results 

have been presented  1   

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2. Row Data 

 

 

Nest/territory 

names 
status 

amount 

of 

chicks 

checked 
Location/Gps 

Coordinat 

vulnurable 

factors 
Comment 

Tetristkaro active 1 

2 times 

(During 

uncubation 

in March, 

during GPS 

tagging, in 

July)  

top of the tree, 

(riverian 

forest)  

tree cutting (there 

are villages 

arround, people 

may cut trees, 

also it was seen 

that the tree next 

to the nest was 

cut in July,  
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during GPS 

tagging) 

Rustavi 

Jandari active 3 

3 times 

(during 

incubation, 

after and 

during GPS 

tagging) on the pylon 

1. there is village 

nagebi, on of the 

chick was taken 

by villiger; 2. 

nest is on active 

agrricultural 

land; 3nest is 

close to the road 

and very visible 

4. GPS tagged 

chick was 

dissapered.   

Jandari Lake active 

1 

(stolen) 

Before 

incubation in 

the 

Beginning of 

March On the pylon   

Upper Iori 

Pop.6 

nest 

was 

not 

found 0 

2 times 

(April, June 

)     

upper Iori 

Pop. 5 

nest 

was 

not 0 

2 times 

(April, June 

)    

An Adult 

Perching on 

the tree 
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found 

upper Iori 

Pop. 4  0 

2 times 

(April, June 

)   

White tailed 

Eagles Replaced 

Imperial Eagles 

2 pairs of 

white tailed 

eages have 

been found 

upper Iori 

Pop. 3  0 

2 times 

(April, June 

)   

White tailed 

Eagles Replaced 

Imperial Eagles  

upper Iori 

Pop. 2 active 2 

3 times 

(April, June, 

July )   

Nest is very close 

to Fishing ponds, 

it can be replaced 

by White tailed 

eagles, or can be 

killed by fisher 

ponds oweners  

upper Iori 

Pop. 1  0 

2 times 

(April, June 

)     

upper Iori 

Pop.  2 

2 times 

(April, June 

)  

on the tree, 

other side of 

the river, hard 

to achieve   

Lower Iori 

Pop. 2  

no 

pair  

2 time (May, 

june) 

On top of the 

tree, close to 

Dali resvuar  

replaced by white 

tailed eagles  
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Lower Iori 

Pop. 1 failed 0 

times (April, 

June )  

on the tree, 

close to 

chachuna 

ranger hause  

parents 

started 

building the 

nest in 

May,which 

was already 

late for 

incubation 

Loewer Iori 

Pop. 

nest 

was 

not 

found 0 

times (April, 

June )     

Chacuna 

possible  

nest 

was 

not 

found 

lack of 

data    

pair of 

Imperial 

egales have 

seen very far, 

to South 

Kesaman 

nest 

was 

not 

found  

1 time, 

(June)    

Pantishara 

Nest 

was 

empty  

2 times 

(april, june)  

can be disturbed 

by shephards 

who used to walk 

there 

nest looks 

very old 

Vashlovani 

(view point 

place) 

nest 

was 

not 

found  

3 times 

(April, June, 

)   

many raptors 

breed thre, 

including long 

legged buzzards,  
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vultures, snake 

eage, can cause 

some kind of 

competition) 

Vashlovani E 

thuisa 

nest 

was 

not 

found  1 time, june  

many raptors 

breed there, 

including long 

legged buzzards, 

vultures, snake 

eage, can cause 

some kind of 

competition)  

Vashlovani E1       

Vashlovani E 

mijniskhure active 1 

3 times 

(May, June, 

July) on the cliff 

quite safe, on the 

top of the cliff  

Gamarjveba  1 On the pylon  

Agricultural 

lands very close  

Tarinaba  1 On the pylon  

Sheep Migration 

route  

 

 

Apendix 3.  

Project Dissemination & Highlights  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IuFrrd6CuM&index=1&list=PLTs2dhHgPp1pdghgSQ2Z

AMS6MqHs1VpUh 
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French Documentary, Natia Javakhisvili and team, nest building process 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLUHQIJnOnk 

 

Georgian Public TV, programme – Real Space 

 

Natia Javakhishvili speaks about conservation of Imperial Eagles in Georgia  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKBEUKCH7rw 

 

Radio program Ecometer – Natia Jaakhishvili speaks about Imeprial Eagle 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jewwfIGI0jk 

 

Dachi Shoshitashvili, Returning back imperial eagles to the nature 

 

http://www.kvirispalitra.ge/mamul-deduli/31763-qadamiani-artsivis-yvelaze-didi-mteriaq.html 

 

Newspaper – Kvirispalitra – Imperial Eagle Conservation 

 

http://www.ick.ge/rubrics/ecology/23942-i.html 

 

Anouncemnt about project start, onlinenews 

 

 

https://web.facebook.com/monitorstudio/ 

 

studia monitor -  on Illegal Killing and Conservation of Imperial Eagles 
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http://www.birdlife.org/europe-and-central-asia/news/impressive-imperial-eagle-conservation-

georgia-and-azerbaijan 

Article on Conservation of Imperial Eagles in Georgia 

http://liberali.ge/articles/view/24291/erti-dzundzgliani-chiti-chamovarda--arasrulfasovan-

regulatsiebs-shetsiruli-frinvelebi 

Article on Frontera Case – How Imperial Eagle show down open petrol field 

 

Appendix 4. Presentation file 

Appendix 5. Booklet  
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